
Taming the Critic
Online Art Journaling Class with Diana Trout

These collage games are from the Surrealist’s games of Exquisite Corpse. 
These games explore the mystery of serendipity and the accident. 

Video: Collage

What is read into a phrase or collage gathered in this way becomes your 
intent. 

Please work quickly, steadily. The less you think the more effectively you 
can ward off the critic. Set a timer for these games but bear in mind that 
this is not a competition or a race. 

Bear in mind that this is an exercise meant to loosen you up and practice 
working intuitively. Put thoughts of perfectionism out of your mind.

Set your timer for five minutes for all of these games

You will need 
A stack of magazines and images
Your journal (opened to a new spread)
mod podge or gel medium and a brush

1. Scatter Collage (see video here)

Rip through the magazines and images and set your chosen pages or pieces 
to one side. Tear! Don’t cut.
Quickly now! Tear into your “chosen pile.” You will want several (say 7-10) 
pieces.

Scatter them on your journal spread.
Ding! Your timer just went off.

Glue these pieces down where you scattered them. Some pieces may be half 
off the page, or face down or piled atop each other. Just glue them down.

http://vimeo.com/user2933000/review/38943258/7b5e89ad14
http://vimeo.com/user2933000/review/38943258/7b5e89ad14


2. Color Collage

In this variation, you will respond only to color. Keep that  though in your 
mind. Tear through the stacks of magazines and images again. 

3.Pattern Collage

In this variation, keep the word “Pattern” in your 
mind and repeat the steps above. 

Now try doing collages for texture, words, shapes 
Try doing a collage of just the torn edges.
As you become more comfortable with these 
games, you don’t need to use the timer. However! 
If you begin to hesitate and ponder, put that timer 
back into the game. 

After you’ve been through these games, ask yourself which did you have 
the greatest reaction to. Was there one that you particularly loved (or 
disliked). That tells you something about your artistic self. 

No judgements! 


